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RATIFYING THE CONSTITUTION 

Ratify – to approve

Each state would hold a convention to decide whether or not 

to approve the Constitution.

Once 9 states voted to ratify the Constitution, it would become 

the law of the land!



FEDERALISTS  VS.  ANTI-FEDERALISTS
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FEDERALISTS  VS.  ANTI-FEDERALISTS

Federalists on the power to enforce laws…

“Government implies the power of making laws. It is essential to the idea 

of a law, that it be attended with…a penalty or punishment for 

disobedience. If there be no penalty…the resolutions or commands 

which pretend to be laws will, in fact, amount to nothing more than 

advice.”  --Alexander Hamilton, The Federalist No. 15



FEDERALISTS  VS.  ANTI-FEDERALISTS

Anti-Federalists warning against too much government… 



FEDERALISTS  VS.  ANTI-FEDERALISTS



THE RATIFICATION DEBATE
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approval
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Rhode 

Island

2708-237
Popular 

Referendum 

REJECTS

3.24.1788

Maryland

63-11 

approval
4.28.1788

South 

Carolina

149-73 

approval
5.23.1788

New 

Hampshire

57-47 

approval
6.21.1788

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Popular Referendum = petition /s/ by a minimum # of 

registered voters, forcing a public vote 



THE RATIFICATION DEBATE

After South Carolina ratified, all eyes were on Virginia – a large and powerful 

state that could sway opinions one way or the other.

Patrick Henry & James Madison tried to sway Virginians. 



RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION

Virginia eventually voted to ratify the Constitution 89-79.

However New Hampshire had already been the 9th state to ratify, 

solidifying the new law of the land!!!

New York and North Carolina also ratified.

Rhode Island was the last state to eventually ratify in 1790.



On 26 December 1787 Benjamin Russell, the printer of the Massachusetts Centinel, described Delaware’s 

ratification of the Constitution as “The FIRST PILLAR of a great FEDERAL SUPERSTRUCTURE raised.” After 

Connecticut ratified, Russell revived his metaphor on 16 January by printing an illustration under the heading 

“THE FEDERAL PILLARS.” It showed five erected and named pillars with a sixth labeled “MASS.” in the 

process of being raised. Russell updated his metaphor as more states accepted the Constitution. On 25 June, 

four days after New Hampshire ratified, thereby providing the requisite ninth state needed to put the 

Constitution into effect, Russell published the illustration and the announcement that appear below.

Other publishers and editors reproduced Russell’s metaphoric illustration. On 24 and 26 June, the New 

Hampshire Spy and New Hampshire Gazette, respectively, printed identical illustrations showing New 

Hampshire as the ninth raised pillar.

NINTH and the SUFFICIENT PILLAR



RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION

1st President – George Washington

Vice President – John Adams



UNITED STATES 
CONSTITUTION

A New Government in the Making



CONSTITUTION

A document that organizes a government and 

establishes its powers.

U.S. Constitution approved in 1789



CONSTITUTION

THE U.S. 

GOVERNMENT

The Constitution is

based on five principle, 

or basic ideas.

SEPERATION 

OF POWERS

Government power is divided 

among three separate 

branches.

FEDERALISM

Specific powers are granted to 

the central government

and state governments

DEMOCRACY

Government is based on

the rights and the equality

of every citizen.

CHECKS 

AND BALANCES

Each branch partly needs 

another branch to do 

its work.

LIMITED 

GOVERNMENT

Individual rights and the powers 

of state governments limit the 

U.S. government.



THREE BRANCHES OF THE U.S. 
GOVERNMENT

Legislative Executive Judicial

House of 

Representatives 

(number based 

on state 

populations)

Senate 

(two 

representatives 

from each state)

President

Vice President

U.S. Supreme Court

Chief 

Justice

Associate 

Judges



AMENDMENTS

 The U.S. Constitution can be changed

Amendment – formal changes to a law

 Bill of Rights

First 10 amendments to the Constitution



BILL OF RIGHTS

Many states had insisted a bill of rights be added to the Constitution, so this 

became one 1st tasks of the new Congress in March 1789.

The framers of the Constitution made it flexible, so it could be amended.

In 1789, the first Congress passed a series of amendments. 

By December 1791, ¾ of the states had ratified these 10 amendments, known 

as the Bill of Rights.



BILL OF RIGHTS

1. Freedom of religion, speech, 

press, assembly, and petition



BILL OF RIGHTS
2. Right to bear arms



BILL OF RIGHTS
3. Freedom from quartering of troops



BILL OF RIGHTS
4. Freedom against unreasonable 
search and seizure



BILL OF RIGHTS

5. Freedom from self-incrimination (testifying against   

yourself) and right to due process



BILL OF RIGHTS
6. Right to a speedy trial and to 
confront accusers



BILL OF RIGHTS

7. Right to a trial by jury



BILL OF RIGHTS
8. Freedom from cruel and unusual 
punishment



BILL OF RIGHTS
9. Protection of rights not named in 
Constitution



BILL OF RIGHTS
10. Powers not given to the federal government are given to states 

and people





BILL OF RIGHTS

1. Freedom of religion, speech, press, assembly, and 
petition

2. Right to bear arms

3. Freedom from quartering of troops

4. Freedom against unreasonable search and seizure

5. Freedom from self-incrimination (testifying against 
yourself) and right to due process

6. Right to a speedy trial and to confront accusers

7. Right to a trial by jury

8. Freedom from cruel and unusual punishment

9. Protection of rights not named in the Constitution

10. Powers not given to the federal government are 
given to state and people.


